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Let A be a noetherian integral domain, D = (1, D1, , Di, . . ) be a differentiation of A, and B 
be a ring such that ACBCA. In the paper ,“e mainly prove (whenever A is finite over A): 
(a) if (Y is the conductor of A in B, then fi is D-invariant. 
(b) D extends to the seminormalization +A of A in A. 
Introduction 
Let A be a noetherian integral domain, with integral closure A in its quotient 
field, and let B be a ring such that A COCA. If a is the conductor of A in B, and 
D=(l,D,,Q, . ..) is a differe ntiation of A (see [S,Ql]), it is known that, if B=?i, 
then: 
(1) D extends to B, 
(2) cr is D-invariant 
(see [5, Theorem 3 and corollary to Theorem 31). 
For any such B, one can see that (1) and (2) are not true [6, Example 1.11, while 
it always holds that (1) =) (2) (see [6, Corollary 2.51). 
Here, we first show that, with respect to a ring B as before, it holds: 
(2’) “fi is D-invariant, whenever A is a finite A-module (see Section 1). 
Then, under the assumption ‘A is finite over A’, we prove that D extends to +A, 
where +A is the seminormalization of A in A. 
Finally, we consider also the conductor respectively of B in A (say /3) and of A 
in A (say y). By using well known connections between (Y, j3, y we compare condition 
(2) with a similar one, with respect o y and to a differentiation D of B; we give suffi- 
cient conditions in order that “fi is D-invariant in B. 
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1. 
Let A be a ring. We recall that a differentiation D = (1, D,,D,, . ..) (of Hasse- 
Schmidt) of A is a sequence of additive endomorphisms: Dj : A + A, such that 
Di(ab)= Ch,k D,(a)D,(b), where h + k = i, for each a, b EA. Obviously, D, is a 
derivation of A in itself. We denote by Der(A) the A-module of all the derivations 
of A, and by HS(A) the group of the differentiations of A (see [5, $11). An ideal 
Z of A is called D-invariant if D;(Z) c Z for each i 2 0. Furthermore, Z is called an 
HS-ideal of A if Z is D-invariant for all the differentiations D of A (see [5, $21). 
The following facts are due to Seidenberg and Matsumura, and will be used in 
this paper. 
Proposition 1.1. Let A be a noetherian ring, and PeAss(A). Then, P is an HS- 
ideal of A. 
Proof. See [8, pp. 23-241 and [S, Theorem 21. 0 
Remark. By Proposition 1.1, one can prove: if Z is an HS-ideal of A, each 
y E Ass(A/Z) is an HS-ideal. In fact, let D = (1, Q, D2, . . . ) E HS(A); since Di (I) C Z 
for each i 2 0, D induces a differentiation D E HS(A/Z). Then, according to Propo- 
sition 1.1, in A/Z one has: Bi(l’)Cy for each jj= y (mod I), i20, so that D;(y)Cy. 
Proposition 1.2. Let A be a noetherian integral domain, with integral closure A in 
its quotient field. Then: 
(a) any differentiation of A extends to A, 
(b) the conductor of A in A is an HS-ideal of A. 
Proof. See [7,n.5] and [5, Theorem 3, corollary to Theorem 31. 0 
Now, we give a proof of the following well known property: 
Lemma 1.3. Let A be a ring, Z be an ideal of A, and D = (1, D,, D2, . . . ) be a differ- 
entiation of A. Then, Di(Z”)cZ”-‘for all n, i such that nriz0. 
Proof. By induction on i. The result is obvious for all n 2 0, if i = 0; so, we suppose 
it is true for each h such that i L h 10 and every n 2 i, and we prove: 
D;+l(Z”)cZ”-‘-l. (1) 
We shall show (1) be induction on n>i+l. If n=i+l, we have: Z”p”=A, so it 
is true. Then, we suppose (1) holds for each k such that n L kz i + 1, and we prove: 
D,+,(Z"+')CZ"-' for n+l>i+l. TO do this, it is enough to show: Di+l(X,...X,+,)E 
I”-’ for every x,,...,x,+i~Z. We have 
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Q + I [(XI *.*xn). (x,+,)1 = c [Dhh ~~~x,)D&+1)1 
h,ksi 
+ (x1 . ..x.)Di+l(X,+I)+x,+IDi+l(Xl **‘XJ, (2) 
where h + k = i + 1. Now, by the inductive assumption on i, we have 
,JSi ]Dh(xi *..X,)&(X,+,)] EZ”-hCZn-i, 
where h+k=i+l. On the other hand, we have: (x~~~~x,)D~+~(x,+~)EZ”CZ”-‘, 
and, by the inductive assumption on n: x,+,Di+,(xl -..x,) EZZ’-~-’ cZ”-‘. So, the 
right side of (2) belongs to I”-‘; then, the result follows. 0 
From now on, in this section, we suppose A is a noetherian integral domain with 
integral closure A in its quotient field, B is a ring between A and A, and (Y is the 
conductor of A in B. 
Proposition 1.4. Let A, A, B, a be as before. Then, for every differentiation 
D=(l,D,,D, ,...) of A, in A it holds: 
a”D;,oDi ~, r O***ODi,(B)CB, 
whenever rl, i,,...,i,EN and i,+..*+i,=n. 
Proof. By induction on r 2 1. 
Step 1. We prove the result for r= 1. In this case it is sufficient to prove: 
XjDj(b)EB, for each XjEoi, bEB, jz0. (3) 
If j= 0, (3) is obvious. So, by assuming (3) is true for any k such that jz kz0, we 
prove: Xj+iD,+l(b)EB, for x,+i~a~~‘. Indeed, for each x,+,Ec&+‘, bEB, we 
have 
Dj+i(Xj+ib) =Xj+iDj+i(b)+hxk [Dh(Xj+l)Dk(b)It (4) 
with h + k= j+ 1, kr j. The left side of (4) belongs to A (since Xj+i E o). On the 
other hand, for h 5 j+ 1 we have: Dh(Xj+l) E ai’l-h, according to Lemma 1.3, so 
that D,+(Xj+ 1) E c?; besides, trkDk(B) C B by the inductive assumption on j. It fol- 
LOWS, according to (4): Xj+ 1 Dj+ l(b) E B. 
Step 2. Now, we suppose the result is true for each r’ such that r-2 r’z 1, and we 
prove 
a ““DjoDi,O...ODi,(B)CB, (5) 
for j20, ir+ --- + il = n. For j= 0, it is true according to the inductive assumption 
on r. We go by induction on j, by supposing (5) is true for each k such that j 2 kz 0, 
and we prove the following: 
(6) 
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for each Xj+IE(X”‘, x,,E(x", beB, where i,.+...+i,=n. We have 
oj+Itxj+l.x,o;,o...ooi,(b)l 
=Xj+~.X~Dj+~[Oi,o..~oOi,(b)] 
+ C [~~(xj+l.X,,)DkOD;,O...ODi,(b)l. 
h,k 
(7) 
where h + k=j+ 1, klj. Now, the left side of (7) belongs to A. In fact, x,Di, 0 a.. 0 
Di,(b) E B by the inductive assumption on r, so that xi+ 1. xnDir o -.a 0 Di,(b) E aj+‘, 
then Dj+1[Xj+l.X,Di,o . ..Ooi.(b)]CDj+,(a’+‘)CA, according to Lemma 1.3. 
Regarding the right side of (7), we note that Dh(Xj+l .x,)E&+‘+“-h for 
hlj+ 1 (according to Lemma 1.3), i.e. Dh(Xj+l .x,,) E CZ~'~, where kl j, so that 
Dh(Xj+l.X,)Dk"Di,o'..ODil(b)E(yk'nDkO *** oDi,(b), which is contained in B, 
according to the inductive assumption on j. So, (6) follows from (7). q 
From now on, we put: B’= B[(Djr 0 ... ~Di,(b)}b~B,~,~O,~~~l. We have, obviously: 
A CBc B’cA. 
Lemma 1.5. Let A, B, B, A be as above. Besides, let a’ be the conductor of A in B’. 
Then, a’ is an HS-ideal of A. 
Proof. Since every differentiation D of A extends to B’, the result follows from 
[6, Corollary 2.51. 0 
Corollary 1.6. Let A, B, B’, A be as in Lemma 1.5, and a be the conductor of A in 
B (according to Proposition 1.4). If A is a finite A-module, then there exists m > 0 
such that am c a’C a. 
Proof. Since A is a finite module over the noetherian ring A, B’ too is a noetherian 
ring and a finite A-module. So, there are bl, . . . , b,E B’ such that B’= b, A + ... + 
b,A; moreover, according to Proposition 1.4, there are some integers n,, . . ..n. 
such that anIb + e.1 +a”“b,cB. Then, if n=max{n,,...,n,}, we have: a”B’CB, 
so that a”+’ B’CaBCA, i.e. a”+’ C a’. In order to prove: a’Ca it is enough to 
remember that A c B c B’. 0 
From Corollary 1.6 it follows immediately: 
Corollary 1.7. Let A, B, B/,&a, a’ be as in Corollary 1.6. Then: 
(i) “$=“fl in A, 
(ii) “fi =“p in B. 0 
Corollary 1.8. Let A, B, A, a be as in Corollary 1.6. Then, “fi is an HS-ideal of A. 
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Proof. According to Corollary 1.7(i), we have “fi=A#. Now, a’ is an HS-ideal 
(Lemma 1.5), so that “fl is again an HS-ideal of A, according to the remark fol- 
lowing Proposition 1.1. 
Remark. If D= (l,Q,D,, . ..) is a differentiation of A, we have: Di(a)CAfi 
for every iz0, even if D;(a)Qa for some i. For example, let k be a field of 
characteristic zero, A = k[X, XY X2, Y2, Y3, Z2, YZ2] (also considered in [6, 
Example l.l]), B=A[Z], D=-XY~/JX+Y~/~Y+YZI~/~ZED~~(A) and D= 
(1 D M/2!, . . ..D’“‘/nl ., . ..) E HS(A). We have: XE o, D(X) = -XY $ (Y, but 
O;X; E “fi, since (-XY)2 E a. 
Corollary 1.9. Let A,A be as before, and let y be the conductor of A in A. If 
PE Spec(A) is such that PI y and depth P= 1, then P is an HS-ideal of A. 
Proof. Since P>y, then A, is not a normal ring (see, for example, [l, Theorem 
5.8, p. 431). Hence, there is a ring B between A and A such that P is the conductor 
of A in B (see [3, Proposition 3.6 and introduction, p. 7951). The result now follows 
from Corollary 1.8, or Corollary 1.4 of [6]. 0 
Remark. The assumption ‘depth P= 1’ in Corollary 1.9 is essential, as the following 
example shows. Let k be a field of characteristic zero, A = k[t2, t3,X, Y]. Then, 
A=k[t,X,Y], y=(t2,t3). Let P=(t2,t3,X), D=ta/at+Ya/aX+Xa/aYeDer(A), 
D=(l D DC2)/2!,...,D’“)/nt , , .,... )EHS(A). We have: P>y, depthP>l, and P is 
not D-invariant. 
2. 
Our aim is to prove that each differentiation of A extends to +A. 
Let A be finite over A, B such that AC BCA. Let us recall that B is a ‘subintegral 
extension’ of A if: Spec(B) -+ Spec(A) is a bijection, and for each PE Spec(B), the 
canonical embedding k(P fl A) 4 k(P) is an isomorphism. The ‘seminormalization 
of A in B’, denoted by iA, is the greatest ring C such that A c CC B and C is sub- 
integral over A (see [9, Lemma 2.21). One can also prove: 
iA = {b E B 1 b/l E A, + rad(B, _ y) for each y E Spec(A)} 
(see [ll, p. 5851). If A =;A, we say that A is seminormal in B; if, moreover, B=A, 
we write ‘+A’ instead of ‘;A’, and say that A is seminormal if A = ‘A. In [9], Swan 
shows: A is seminormal in B if and only if each b E B such that b2, b3 E A, belongs 
to A [9, Theorem 2.51. 
Definition 2.1. Let A, B be as before. A subintegral extension B of A is called 
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elementary if B =A[b], where bi, b3 EA (see [9, Lemma 2.41 and the definition fol- 
lowing this lemma). 
Theorem 2.2 (Swan [9, Theorem 2.81). Let A, B be such that AC BCA. Then, iA 
is the filtered union of all subrings of B which can be obtained from A by a finite 
number of elementary subintegral extensions. 0 
Remark 2.3. According to Theorem 2.2, each b EVA belongs to a subring of B 
obtained from A by a finite number of elementary subintegral extensions. 
Now, let DeHS(A), D=(l,D,,D,, . . . ). Let us recall that D induces a ring homo- 
morphism E:A+A[[t]] such that E(a)=CD;(a)t’ for each aeA [5,$1,(1.2)]. As 
remembered in the introduction, D extends to A; we denote by the same letter E the 
homomorphism A -A[[t]] induced by the extension of D to A. So, in order to 
prove D extends to +A for each DE HS(A), it is enough to show: E(‘A) c (+A)[[t]]. 
We need the following: 
Proposition 2.4. Zf A is seminormal, then A[[t]] is seminormal (in A[[t]]). 
Proof. See, e.g., [2, Proposition 5.51 and [4, Chapter 7, (17-B)]. 0 
Now, we can prove the following: 
Theorem 2.5. Let A be a noetherian integral domain, A be a finite A-module, 
DE HS(A). Then, D extends to +A. 
Proof. Let E: A + A[[t]] be the ring homomorphism induced by D. It is enough to 
show that E(+A)C(+A)[[t]]. 
Let be +A. According to Remark 2.3, one has: b eA[b,, . . . . bk], where, for each 
i=l ,..., k,bi~iiandbf,b!~A[bI ,..., bi_ I]. SO, we have to prove: E(A[b,, . . . , bk]) C 
(+A)[[t]]. We show it by induction on iE{l,...,k}. 
For i=l, since bf,bfEA, one has: 
LW,)12 = bW:)l EE(A)CAIItlI c (+A)[[tll, 
[WQ13 = [W:N EE(A) CA[[tll c (+A>Htll, 
so that [E(b,)] e(+A)[[t]], according to Proposition 2.4 and [9, Theorem 2.51. 
Now, let us suppose E(A[b,, . . . , bi_ 1]) C (+A) [[t]]; since bf, b! belong to 
A ]b i, . . . . bi_l], by the same arguments as before, we get: [E(bi)12, [E(bi)13 belong 
to E(A[b,, . . . . bi_l])C(‘A)[[t]] by assumption, SO that E(bi) E (+A)[[t]] (Proposi- 
tion 2.4 and [9, Theorem 2.51). 0 
Remark 2.6. Another proof of Theorem 2.5 may be obtained through the method 
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of ‘glueings’ . In fact, if A c B CA, it is known that &l can be obtained by a 
sequence of rings 
;/l =B,cB,_,c...cB,cBO=B (8) 
where each Bi+ 1 is obtained from B, by ‘glueing’, over a prime ideal PE Spec(&l), 
the prime ideals in Bi lying over P; let us note that P is a prime ideal belonging to 
the conductor of $4 in Bi [lo, 111. We remark that Bi+l can be obtained also by 
‘glueing’ over y = Pn A E Ass(A/P), where fi is the conductor of A in B;. 
Now, for each D EHS(A), if D extends to Bj, then D extends to Bi+l in (8) 
[6, Lemma 3.11; in fact, if r~Ass(A//3),@ as before, and D extends to Bi, then 
each prime ideal in Spec(B;) lying over y is D-invariant (see Section 1). So, if D 
extends to B, then D extends to iA; the result of Theorem 2.5 follows for B=A. 
3. 
Let A be a noetherian integral domain, A, B, a be as in Section 1. Moreover, let 
p, y be respectively the conductor of B in A and of A in A. The following result fol- 
lows immediately from Proposition 1.2(b). 
Proposition 3.1. Under the previous assumptions, if D is a differentiation of A 
such that D extends to B, then p rl A is a D-invariant ideal of A. 0 
Remark. In general, the ideal y is not D-invariant for DE HS(B). For example, let 
A =k[t*, t3], B=A =k[t], with k field of characteristic zero. Let D=a/at~Der(B), 
and D=(l D D(2’/2!,...,D’“)/n~ ., . ..)eHS(B). Then, the conductor y=(t*, t3) of 
A in A is ho; D-invariant. However, we have the following result: 
Proposition 3.2. Under theprevious assumptions, if D E HS(B) and a is D-invariant 
in B, then also y is D-invariant in B. 
Proof. Let D=(l,D,,D, ,... ) be a differentiation of B. We shall prove, by induc- 
tion on i 10, that for every c E y and z E A we have zD, (c) E A. 
For i=O it is obvious. We suppose that zD,(c) EA for every kri, and we show 
that zD;+,(c)EA. In A we can write: 
Di+l(zc) =zDi+l(c)+ C [Dh(Z)Dk(C)19 
k k 
(9) 
where h + k = i + 1, and k I i. By the inductive hypothesis, we have Dk(c) E y, so 
Dh(z)D,(c)EA for any hz0, kli. Besides, since yea and a is D-invariant, we 
have Di+l(Zc)EaCA. Then, zD;+~(c)EA according to (9). 0 
Remark. In general, if a, y are as in Proposition 3.2, a is not necessarily D-in- 
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variant (in B), even if y is D-invariant. For example, let us consider A = k[t’, t5], 
B=k[t2, t3], with k field of characteristic zero. Then, A =k[t], a= (t2, t5) and 
y=(t4,f5). Let D=t28/atEDer(B), and D=(1,QD(2)/2!,...)~HS(B). We have 
D(y) C y, while D(o) c a because t2 E a but D(t2) = 2t3 $a. 
NOW, let “$=nj yi (llilm), and ‘@=nj Pj (lsj<n), with Yi,PjESpec(B). 
Moreover, let yh (h = 1, . . . , r) be any ideal of { yr, . . . , y,} such that yh 7, Pj for every 
j=l , *a., n. 
Lemma 3.3. Let a,/3, y be as before. The following facts hold: 
(1) “fi=“$n’fi, 
(2) “fi=“fin(n, u (15h5r), 
(3) “fi:“fi=n, IJ~ (lshlr). 
Proof. (1) Follows immediately from the well known fact: c$cycan p. 
(2) Obvious. 
(3) From (2) and from, e.g., [12, Vol. I, $7, Chapter 3, (4) p. 1471 we have: 
~;‘?=n~ (Yh: nj Pj>=n h yh (1 I h I r, 15 j 5 n), according to the definition 
, .--,Yr. 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let D be a differentiation of B. Let us consider the following con- 
ditions: 
(1) “fi is D-invariant, 
(2) “fi: “fi is D-invariant, 
(3) “fi is D-invariant. 
Then, (1) j (2), (2) * (3), (3) * (2). 
Proof. (1) * (2). By definition of yr, . . . , yr the result follows from Lemma 3.3(3) 
and Proposition 1.1. 
(2) * (3) follows from (2), Lemma 3.3(3), and Proposition 1.2(b) and Proposi- 
tion 1.1. 
(3) * (2) follows from (2), Lemma 3.3(3) and Proposition 1.1. 0 
Remark. In general, (2) does not imply (1) in Corollary 3.4. Let us consider the fol- 
lowing example: 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, A = k[X, XxX2, Y2, Y3, Z2], B =A[Y]. 
Then, A=k[X,Y,Z]. Let D=Xa/ax+z2a/aY+Za/aZEDer(B) and D= 
(1 D Dc2’/2!, . . ..D(“)/nl .,...)eHS(B). One can see that “fi=(X,XZ), so D(Bfi)C 
!ct 
; bn the other hand one has D(“fi)c”fi since YE~$, but D(Y) = Z2$‘fi; in 
3 (Z2)“Y$A for each nil. 
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